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ABSTRACT
We describe Storytelling Alice, a programming environment that introduces middle school girls to computer programming as a means to the end of creating 3D animated stories. Storytelling Alice supports story creation by providing 1) a set of high-level animations, that support the use of social characters who can interact with one another, 2) a collection of 3D characters and scenery designed to spark story ideas, and 3) a tutorial that introduces users to writing Alice programs using story-based examples. In a study comparing girls’ experiences learning to program using Storytelling Alice and a version of Alice without storytelling support (Generic Alice), we found that users of Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice were equally successful at learning basic programming constructs. Participants found Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice equally easy to use and entertaining. Users of Storytelling Alice were more motivated to program; they spent 42% more time programming, were more than 3 times as likely to sneak extra time to work on their programs, and expressed stronger interest in future use of Alice than users of Generic Alice.
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INTRODUCTION
Computers and computer-based technologies touch the lives of a broad spectrum of our society and enable advances in areas as diverse as education, medicine, and basic science.
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Given a little bit of time, most girls can come up with an idea for a story they would like to create.

Stories are naturally sequential and are unlikely to require advanced programming concepts immediately, making them a good match for beginning students.

Stories are a form of self-expression and provide girls an opportunity to experiment with different roles, an important activity during adolescence.

Non-programming friends can readily understand and appreciate an animated story, which provides an opportunity for positive feedback.

In this paper, we describe Storytelling Alice, a programming system based around the activity of storytelling. In a study comparing girls’ behavior and interest using Storytelling Alice with a version of Alice without storytelling support (Generic Alice) we found that participants who used Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice were equally successful at learning basic programming constructs. Participants found both versions equally easy to use and entertaining. However, participants who used Storytelling Alice were more motivated to program; they spent 42% more time programming, were more than 3 times as likely to sneak extra time to work on their programs, and were more interested in future use of Alice than participants who used Generic Alice.

PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS FOR CHILDREN

There is a long history of research on designing programming languages and environments for novice programmers of all ages [21]. Among the programming systems designed for children, there are three broad motivations for introducing children to programming: 1) as a tool that enables children to explore ideas, 2) as a medium for self-expression, and 3) as a stepping stone into computing-based careers.

Many of the programming systems for exploring ideas are attempting to provide children with computational spaces in which to explore and refine their own thinking. Logo[31] and more recently EToys[19] were designed to enable children to explore ideas in music, language, and mathematics. Playground allows children to model virtual organisms [10]. Starlogo was designed to allow children to simulate the behavior of large systems of objects or organisms such as flocks of birds [32]. Logoblocks (the precursor to Lego Mindstorms) enables children program computationally-augmented Lego bricks to sense and affect the physical world [4].

A second group of programming systems explore the use of programming for self expression. Play [35], My Make Believe Castle [25], and Magic Forest[26] focus on enabling users to create simple 2D animations. Hands[30], ToonTalk[15], Klik N Play[24], StarLogo TNG[34], Scratch[27], and Stagecast[33] focus on enabling users to create their own games. MOOSE Crossing enables users to create characters and spaces to populate a multi-user networked text-based virtual world [5].

Several programming systems are designed to introduce students to programming as a pathway into computer science. Virtual Family introduces Java programming through enabling users to create story-scripts for a family of four characters [8]. Using Robocode [29] students program the behavior of virtual tanks in Java to enter into competitions. In RAPUNSEL, students program dance-moves using a specialized Java editor[12].

While children can create animated stories in several systems [19, 26, 27, 33, 35], these systems were designed to enable general animation and do not provide support targeted at storytelling.

Programming systems for children employ a variety of techniques to ease the process of learning to program for children. These include: simplifying the programming language syntax [5, 31], designing programming languages that more closely match the way that children describe the behavior of programs [30], enabling users to construct programs by assembling graphical tiles [4, 19, 27, 34] or filling in forms [24, 11, 25], specifying programs as graphical rules [33], and creating programs by demonstrating actions in a 3D animated world [15].

Girls and Programming

One of the primary challenges in increasing girls’ participation in computer programming is motivating girls to learn to program. Several studies of children programmers have found that when girls and boys have similar experience with computer programming they are equally interested in and effective at learning to program [15, 17, 23]. Yet, few girls choose to program. In a study of gender and programming achievement within MOOSE Crossing, Bruckman et al. found that gender does not affect programming performance [6]. Instead, programming performance correlated with the amount of time users spent programming and their prior programming experience. Boys who used MOOSE Crossing chose to spend more time on programming than girls [6]. One of the keys to increasing the participation of women in computer science may be motivating more girls to learn to program.

Two systems focus on introducing programming within contexts that may be more motivating for girls: Virtual Family [8] (stories about a family) and RAPUNSEL[12] (dance animations). To the best of our knowledge, no formal studies demonstrate that either system motivates girls to program.

STORYTELLING ALICE

Storytelling Alice is based on Alice 2, an open-source programming environment that helps users overcome two difficulties beginning programmers often encounter: syntax errors and invisible state [3]. Users construct programs by
dragging and dropping code elements, which removes the possibility for making syntax errors. Running Alice programs are animated, which enables users to watch their programs execute and to see their mistakes. Further, use of Alice 2 at the college level helped students to succeed in later computer science courses taught in Java [28].

The development of Storytelling Alice was guided by formative evaluation and usability testing with more than 200 girls over a two-year period [20, 22]. The testing took place in a variety of formats ranging from 4 hour afternoon workshops to week-long camps with groups of 3 to 20 girls ranging in age from 10 to 17. The girls were recruited from technology camps, home-schooling groups, and the Girl Scouts. During formative testing, girls created storyboards of movies they wanted to create and then tried to implement them in a version of Storytelling Alice [20]. Storytelling Alice includes three types of supports to enable users to create stories: 1) high-level animations that support the use of social characters who can interact with one another 2) a gallery of characters and scene elements that helps girls find story ideas, and 3) a story-based tutorial.

High-Level Animations and Social Characters
Based on our formative testing, when girls are asked to plan an animated movie they want to create, they frequently create movies in which humanoid characters move around different settings, speak, and interact with each other [20]. A typical story might include a scene like the following:

A girl named Susie walks over to a group of more popular girls and invites them to a social event. The popular girls say something mean to Susie. Susie turns away from the popular girls and covers her eyes.

Generic Alice methods:
move, turn, roll, resize, play sound, move to, move toward, move away from, orient to, point at, set point of view to, set pose, move at speed, turn at speed, roll at speed

Storytelling Alice methods:
say, think, play sound, walk to, walk offscreen, walk, move, sit on, lie on, kneel, fall down, stand up, straighten, look at, look, turn to face, turn away from, turn, touch, keep touching

Figure 1: a comparison of the methods a person can perform in Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice.

Like Hoyles et al. [16], we found that providing programmatic building blocks at an appropriate level was critical. In Generic Alice, scenes like the one described above can be both tedious and difficult to create. To create a basic walk animation requires that users individually rotate a character’s hips, knees, and ankles. In formative testing, we found that for many girls, animating stories using basic transformations like move and turn is both uninteresting and frustrating. Storytelling Alice includes a set of high-level anima-

Figure 2: Harold T. Wireton’s “crazy go nuts” animation inspired a broad range of stories.

One factor that we found influences girls’ motivation to learn to program in Storytelling Alice and their perseverance when they encounter problems is their ability to find a story that they want to tell. User testing revealed that animations requiring an explanation within the story can prompt girls to generate story ideas. An early example of the potential for animations to inspire stories came through a robot character who had an animation entitled “crazy go nuts.” To explain why the robot went crazy, girls created stories about topics ranging from parental troubles to the difficulties of being unpopular to failing a test. In the Storytelling Gallery, each character comes with at least four custom animations. Many of these custom animations require explanation within the story.

In addition to animations requiring explanation within the story, we found that characters with clear roles can also be helpful in generating stories. For example, a teacher or a lunch lady is nearly always used as an authority figure.

Story-based Tutorial
Initially, the Alice tutorial was designed around examples specifically chosen to demonstrate concepts as simply as possible. However, user testing revealed a need to introduce users to programming in Alice within the context of stories similar to the ones they imagined creating. Story-based examples, while more motivating, also tend to be more complex. In one of the tutorials, the user constructs a story about a trouble-making fairy who casts a spell on a boy, causing the boy to fall in love with an ogre. While we found that stories like the example above tend to be more motivating for girls, they add complexity both to the user
interface and to the steps that users need to perform to complete the tutorial.

To moderate the additional complexity of a story-based tutorial, Storytelling Alice presents the tutorial using Stencils [22], an interaction technique which visually guides users to the interface components necessary for the current step and prevents them from interacting with other interface elements (see Figure 3).

**METHOD**

We conducted a between subjects study comparing the learning, behavior, and attitude of girls introduced to programming using Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice through a series of one-time, four hour workshops.

**System Descriptions**

Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice differ in three ways.

Available animations: Storytelling Alice provides high-level animations inspired by girls’ storytelling goals. Generic Alice provides animations inspired by common 3D graphics transformations (see Figure 1).

Tutorial: In Storytelling Alice, users’ programs animate simple stories. In Generic Alice, users’ programs cause 3D objects to move, turn, and resize. The same programming constructs and explanations of the constructs are provided in both systems. Both systems present tutorials using Stencils [22].

Gallery of 3D Objects: The Storytelling Alice gallery includes characters with custom animations designed to require explanation within the story. 3D objects in the Generic Alice gallery do not include custom animations.

**Participants**

A total of 88 girls from local Girl Scout troops participated in the evaluation of Storytelling Alice; 45 were assigned to the control group using Generic Alice and 43 were assigned to the experimental group using Storytelling Alice (see Figure 4). The average age for the participants was 12.6 years (12.8 years in the control group and 12.5 in the experimental group) and all except four participants (two in each condition) were in grades 5-9. Overall, 76 participants reported attending public school and 12 (7 in the control group and 5 in the experimental group) attend private school. To encourage broad participation, we donated $10 to the Girl Scout troop for each girl who participated.

**Workshop Details**

Participants had two hours and fifteen minutes to complete the tutorial and create a program using the version of Alice to which they were assigned. After two hours and fifteen minutes, participants took a programming quiz and completed a survey. Then, participants were given 30 minutes to try the version of Alice to which they were not assigned (participants assigned to Generic Alice used Storytelling Alice and vice versa). At the end of the workshop, participants were asked to select either Storytelling or Generic Alice to take home. Finally, participants were asked to select one of the Alice programs they created to share with others.

**Figure 3: The Alice interface with a Stencils-based tutorial:** 1) a sticky note that provides instructions for the current step and 2) a hole in the Stencil that allows the user to interact with the interface component beneath it.

**Figure 4: Procedure for experimental and control groups.**

To avoid prematurely exposing participants in one condition to the version of Alice they were not learning, computers for Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice were set up in different parts of the room so that participants could not see what the screens of participants in the other condition. We instructed participants that they could talk freely to other participants in their own condition, but they could not talk with participants in the other condition. All verbal instructions were given to both groups.

Participants were randomly assigned to either the control group (Generic Alice) or the experimental group (Storytelling Alice). To avoid biasing participants based on their names, we referred to Storytelling Alice as Alice Blue and Generic Alice as Alice Green.
Data
We collected program archives, a programming quiz, an attitude survey, and observations of participants’ behavior.

Alice Programs
We collected participants’ programs to get a qualitative picture of the kinds of animations (e.g. stories, artistic animations, etc) participants in both conditions created.

Programming Quiz
After completing the post-survey, participants took a seven item forced-choice programming quiz that asked them to predict the behavior of short Alice programs. Each question showed a short segment of code in Alice and asked participants to select the correct description of the program’s behavior from four choices. Questions covered sequential programming, events, parallel execution, loops, method calls, and parameters.

Based on an exploratory factor analysis of the programming quiz responses, we created a programming quiz scale that included the six questions that loaded on the same factor. This factor reflected participants’ understanding of programming structures like loops, do together, and method calls (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.74$). The remaining question on the quiz tested users’ understanding of basic events, a topic the Storytelling Alice participants who created multiple scenes were more likely to encounter.

Alice Logs
We instrumented both Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice to record all of the actions that users took within the program. These logs include both programming activities (e.g. adding, deleting, moving, or modifying a line of code, creating a method, adding a loop) and non-programming activities (e.g. adding, deleting, or positioning characters or objects within the 3D scene).

Attitude Survey
The attitude survey focused on participants’ experience with their assigned version of Alice. It included nine statements about participants’ experience during the study and opinions about their assigned version of Alice. The survey also included 8 questions about participants’ interest in using Alice in the future and their interest in pursuing computer science. They were asked to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the statements and answered the questions using a five-point Likert scale.

Based on exploratory factor analysis, we created four scales for the survey data: Alice’s ease of use, Alice’s entertainment value, participants’ interest in future Alice use, and their interest in computer science. See Table 1 for Example questions and the Cronbach’s alpha for each scale.

Behavioral Data
We created several opportunities during the workshop for participants to express an interest in Alice through their actions. We tracked which version of Alice users chose to take home, which program they selected to share with their peers, and whether or not they snuck extra time to continue working on their programs when there was no instruction or requirement that they be interacting with Alice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Example Question</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice’s ease of use; 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree</td>
<td>The computer animation program I used today is confusing.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice’s entertainment value; 1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly disagree</td>
<td>Using the computer during the workshop today was fun.</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ Future Alice Interest; 1 = definitely not, 5 = definitely yes</td>
<td>Would you be interested in taking another Alice class?</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users’ Computer Science Interest; 1 = definitely not, 5 = definitely yes</td>
<td>Would you be interested in taking a computer science class in high school?</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example questions and Cronbach’s alpha for each of the four attitude scales.

RESULTS
By focusing on the motivational aspects of an educational software system, there is some risk that changes made to increase student motivation may reduce the educational value of interacting with the system. In this study, there is no evidence of negative impact. That is, there were no significant differences between participants who used Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice on either the programming structures questions or the world starts event question. The focus on storytelling did not negatively impact participants’ learning of programming concepts.

To provide insight into how motivating participants found Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice, we examine three different kinds of data: what participants created within their assigned version of Alice, what participants said about their experience with and interest in their assigned version of Alice, and what participants did within the study (i.e. behavioral data).

What Girls Created
Participants in the Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice conditions created different kinds of programs.

Generic Alice Programs
We observed that Generic Alice encouraged users to initially adopt an exploratory style of programming. 38% of Generic Alice users produced programs which show evi-
idence of intentional animation. The programs participants created with Generic Alice were of four general types: arbitrary motion, character motion, story-like sequences, and choreographed dance routines.

Arbitrary Motion (62%):

28 of the 45 worlds that users created with Generic Alice consist of seemingly arbitrary animation: characters and/or their body parts move around the screen without any coherence or clear purpose. The programs in the arbitrary motion category show little evidence that users had explicit goals they were working towards. Figure 5-1 shows a screen shot from a typical arbitrary motion program. In this world, characters and their body parts rotate around different axes and fly to different positions in space.

Character Motions (16%):

7 of the 45 users created programs which contained one or two simple character motions (such as a cat swishing its tail or a penguin opening its beak) but were otherwise largely arbitrary motion. These worlds seem to the result of users transitioning from experimenting with the Generic Alice animations to combining animations to animate their 3D characters. See Figure 5-2.

Choreographed Dance Routines (7%):

3 of the 45 users created choreographed dance routines for a group of characters. The dance routines made heavy use of move and turn with characters performing the same motions together and in sequence. See Figure 5-3.

Story-Like Sequences (16%):

7 of the 45 users created short story-like sequences. Users frequently incorporated simple gestures that help to communicate the action in the story such as having character raise their arms in fear before quickly sliding away or an injured dragon turning on its side after being stabbed by a knight. See Figure 5-4.

Storytelling Alice Programs

We observed that Storytelling Alice encouraged users to identify a story goal quickly and begin working towards that goal. The programs participants created with Storytelling Alice were of three general types: relationship stories, good vs. evil stories, and miscellaneous programs.

Relationship Stories (51%):

22 of the 43 users created stories about relationships, including romantic relationships, peer relationships, and familial relationships. Based on their stories, we believe that some participants used Storytelling Alice to think about and react to issues in their own lives. For example, one story about divorcing parents depicted the children kicking the parents out of the house. Other participants’ stories addressed topics like the difficulty of being unpopular and how to handle a crush on a boy. See Figures 6-1 and 6-2.

Good vs. Evil Stories (21%):

9 of the 43 users created stories depicting conflicts between good and evil. In one story, a big bad wolf tries to befriend the three little pigs so that he can eat them later. See Figure 6-2.

Other Programs (28%)

12 of the 43 programs created with Storytelling Alice do not fall neatly into a single category. These miscellaneous worlds include two stories about finding lost dogs, two stories depicting running and swimming races, and three...
choreographed routines (circus and cheerleading) similar in nature to the dance routines created by Generic Alice users.

**Users’ Activities within Storytelling and Generic Alice**

There are fundamentally three activities that users can perform in either version of Alice: 1) adding and arranging 3D objects in the virtual world (scene layout), 2) creating animations that control the motions of 3D objects (programming) and 3) running their programs. We analyzed the differences in the percentage of time participants spent on programming and scene layout using Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice with an unpaired t-test. Overall, participants who used Storytelling Alice spent 42% (p < .001) more time editing their programs and 54% (p < .001) less time laying out their scenes (see Figure 7).

![Average % Time Spent on Alice Activities](image)

**Figure 7:** Average percentage of time users of Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice spent on scene layout, program editing, and running their programs.

There is a broad range in how users choose to spend their time in Generic Alice. While some users spend as much as 60% of their time editing the programs (and another 25% of their time running their programs), other users spend nearly all of their time on scene layout (see upper left of Figure 8). Storytelling Alice seemed particularly effective in motivating all participants to spend time programming. 12 of the 45 users of Generic Alice spent more than 50% of their time on scene layout. None of the users of Storytelling Alice spent more than 50% of their time on scene layout.

Users of both Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice experimented with programming constructs beyond simple sequences. A majority of the participants in both groups used Do Togethers to have multiple animations occur simultaneously. Beyond parallelism, users of Storytelling Alice and Generic Alice tended to experiment with different programming constructs. In part because of the need for multiple scenes in stories, users of Storytelling Alice were more likely to create and use new methods. Users of Generic Alice were more likely to experiment with loops.

![Scene Layout vs. Program Editing](image)

**Figure 8:** Percentage of time spent on program editing vs. scene layout for users of Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alice version</th>
<th>Percentage of participants who created methods</th>
<th>Percentage of participants who used do togethers</th>
<th>Percentage of participants who used loops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p-value</strong></td>
<td><strong>p &lt; .05</strong></td>
<td><strong>p &lt; .05</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Percentage of participants who used methods, do togethers, and loops in their programs.

**What Participants Say**

We used multivariate analysis to examine the impact of the version of Alice, participants’ academic performance, and confidence using computers on how participants rated the Alice’s ease of use and entertainment value as well as their future interest in Alice and computer science.

**Alice’s Ease of Use**

Users of Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice did not differ significantly in how easy they felt it was to use their version of Alice (p = .90). This is not surprising given that the process of creating a program in Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice is nearly identical.

**Alice’s Entertainment Value**

Users of Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice did not differ significantly in how much they enjoyed using their version of Alice (p = .25). While this may initially seem surprising, it is probably at least partially attributable to participants’ enjoyment of selecting and arranging objects in the 3D world. For many participants, the experience of browsing through the gallery, selecting 3D objects, and arranging them in the virtual world was a rewarding experience, although it has little educational benefit. The questions in the entertainment scale focused on the experience of using Alice as a whole, rather than the experience of
programming in Alice. Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice may have been entertaining for different reasons.

Users’ Interest in Future Alice Use
Participants who used Storytelling had a stronger interest in continuing to use Alice in the future than those who used Generic Alice (F[1,86]=3.9, p=.05). One potential explanation for this is that participants using Storytelling Alice may have felt that Storytelling Alice had greater “replayability” because the space of interesting stories is larger than the space of interesting arrangements of 3D objects. Users of Generic Alice may have been more motivated by scene layout than programming and therefore less interested in continued Alice usage.

Users’ Interest in Computer Science
A single four-hour workshop is a fairly short period of time in which to change students’ attitudes about and interest in pursuing computer science. Not surprisingly, there was no significant difference in interest in pursuing computer science between users of Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice (p=.33), although users of Storytelling Alice expressed slightly higher interest on most questions. However there is a strong relationship between participants’ interest in using Alice in the future and their interest in pursuing Computer Science (r = .54, p < .0001).

What Participants Do
We used three behavioral measures to gauge participants’ preferred version of Alice and their motivation to program. The behavioral measures were: 1) the version of Alice participants chose to take home 2) which program participants chose to share with their peers and 3) how many participants snuck extra time to continue programming.

Which version of Alice do participants choose to take home?
Because participants had 2 hours and 15 minutes with their main version of Alice and only 30 minutes with the other version, it is reasonable to expect that participants would tend to choose the version of Alice with which they had the most experience. In fact, both groups showed a strong preference for Storytelling Alice (χ² = 34.12, d.o.f. = 1, p < .001). Of the users assigned to Storytelling Alice, 88% of them elected to take Storytelling Alice home with them. Of the users assigned to Generic Alice, only 26.7% elected to take Generic Alice Home with them. In three cases, there were siblings (totaling six subjects) in the testing groups who colluded to ensure that they had both versions of the system at home. If we remove these pairs from the data, the preference towards Storytelling Alice becomes even stronger: 90% of Storytelling Alice users chose Storytelling Alice and 23.4% of Generic Alice users chose Generic Alice to take home. The fact that participants who used both Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice overwhelmingly chose Storytelling Alice as the system they wanted to take home demonstrates that Storytelling Alice has a stronger appeal than Generic Alice for most participants.

When asked to show a program, what do participants show?
By asking participants to select an Alice program to share with their peers, we are asking them to select the program of which they are the most proud. As with the choice of which system to take home, it seems reasonable to expect that participants would tend to show the Alice program that they had the most time to create. In this case, we do see a tendency in that direction: 98% of the participants using Storytelling Alice showed a world from their assigned version of Alice and 68% of the participants using Generic Alice. Thus, a surprising 32% of the Generic Alice participants chose to show a world that they created in Storytelling Alice in 30 minutes rather than the world they had approximately 90 minutes to create in Generic Alice (χ² = 20.18, d.o.f. = 2, p < .001). One Storytelling Alice user (2%) shared the program she created in Generic Alice.

How many participants sneak extra time to continue working on their programs?
One way to gauge users’ affinity for Alice is to examine the numbers of users who continue programming when there is no expectation that they do so. At the end of the each evaluation session, we left a period of 5-10 minutes during which there was no expectation that users interact with Alice. Users of Storytelling Alice were almost three times as likely to sneak extra time during this period to make final changes to their Alice programs. Among the users of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz</th>
<th>Ease of Use</th>
<th>Entertainment</th>
<th>Future Alice Use</th>
<th>CS Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.77***</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Alice Use</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.54***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS Interest</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Correlations among continuous variables
(p < .05, **p < .001, ***p < .0001)

Table 3 shows the correlations between participants’ scores on the programming quiz and the four attitude scales. There are strong correlations (p < .0001) between two pairs of variables: 1) participants’ ratings of Alice’s entertainment value and their interest in using Alice in the future and 2) participants’ interest in using Alice in the future and their interest in computer science. While these are correlations, they do provide some support for our strategy of developing a motivating programming environment to encourage middle school girls to consider computer science.
Generic Alice, only 16% of participants made changes to their Alice program before sharing it. Among the users of Storytelling, 51% of users made final changes to their Alice program before sharing it ($\chi^2 = 20.18$, d.o.f. = 2, $p < .001$).

The increased tendency among Storytelling Alice users to sneak extra time provides additional evidence that the storytelling focus helped make learning to program more engaging for middle school girls.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of our study suggest that participants who used Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice were equally successful in learning programming concepts. However, participants who used Storytelling Alice showed more evidence of engagement with programming; they spent a greater percentage of their time programming, were more likely to sneak extra time to continue programming, and expressed greater interest in future use of Alice than participants who used Generic Alice.

Although participants who used Storytelling Alice showed more signs of engagement with programming than participants who used Generic Alice, users found Generic Alice and Storytelling Alice equally entertaining. We believe that users of Generic Alice may have enjoyed their overall experience with Generic Alice in part because they enjoyed selecting and laying out 3D objects in the virtual world. The fact that users of Generic Alice spent less time on programming than users of Storytelling Alice may provide some support for this explanation. However, in future studies we would like to tease apart the motivational aspects of the different activities within Alice.

**LIMITATIONS**

There are limitations to the study we present: the short duration of the study, the nature of our participant pool, and the presence of a highly motivated experimenter.

**Limited Time**

Although our initial results are encouraging, girls in both conditions only spent a few hours creating programs. A longer experiment might generate different results.

**Participants**

Although we did offer a donation to Girl Scout troops to encourage broad participation and many troops used participation in our study as a fundraiser, participation in our study was voluntary. Storytelling Alice might not be as successful in a typical school setting.

Further, all participants were girls. We have done some informal testing of Storytelling Alice that suggests that the activity of storytelling may also be a motivating context for boys to learn programming. However, there is a risk that Storytelling Alice may not work as well for boys as girls.

**Experimenter**

A highly motivated experimenter was present at all study workshops, which may have influenced participants’ experience. To minimize the impact of the experimenter, the experimenter did no teaching. Participants learned how to write Alice programs through completing the tutorial in their assigned version of the system. The experimenter was available to answer questions, but could not initiate contact with any of the participants. In a typical classroom setting, the teacher would likely take a more active role, which could positively or negatively influence students’ experiences using Storytelling Alice.

**FUTURE WORK**

As we continue to develop Storytelling Alice, we would like to focus on three goals: 1) finding techniques that help to keep users engaged with programming in Storytelling Alice over a longer period of time; 2) finding ways to encourage users to explore and master a wider range of programming concepts; and 3) evaluating the impact of Storytelling Alice on girls’ pathways into computer science.

**CONCLUSION**

More than 30 years of research has gone into developing programming systems that open the activity of computer programming to a broader group of people. Yet, relatively few of these systems have formally validated success at drawing a broader group of people into programming, and, to our knowledge, no programming systems have formally demonstrated success at drawing middle school girls into computer programming. Storytelling Alice provides a strong first step towards a programming system that can give girls a positive first experience with computer programming. These positive first experiences with computer programming may help to inspire more girls to pursue computer science and begin to correct the under-representation of women. As we continue to develop Storytelling Alice, we hope that it will become a motivating way to learn computer programming for all children.
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